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Efficient Algorithms for Kernel Aggregation
Queries
Tsz Nam Chan, Leong Hou U, Member, IEEE, Reynold Cheng, Member, IEEE, Man Lung Yiu and
Shivansh Mittal
Abstract—Kernel functions support a broad range of applications that require tasks like density estimation, classification, regression or
outlier detection. For these tasks, a common online operation is to compute the weighted aggregation of kernel function values with
respect to a set of points. However, scalable aggregation methods are still unknown for typical kernel functions (e.g., Gaussian kernel,
polynomial kernel, sigmoid kernel and additive kernels) and weighting schemes. In this paper, we propose a novel and effective
bounding technique, by leveraging index structures, to speed up the computation of kernel aggregation. In addition, we extend our
technique to additive kernel functions, including χ2 , intersection, JS and Hellinger kernels, which are widely used in different
communities, e.g., computer vision, medical science, Geoscience etc. To handle the additive kernel functions, we further develop the
novel and effective bound functions to efficiently evaluate the kernel aggregation. Experimental studies on many real datasets reveal
that our proposed solution KARL achieves at least one order of magnitude speedup over the state-of-the-art for different types of kernel
functions.
Index Terms—KARL, Kernel functions, lower and upper bounds
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TABLE 1: Applications of kernel-based machine learning models

I NTRODUCTION

Kernel functions are widely used in different machine learning
models, including kernel density estimation (for statistical analysis), kernel regression (for prediction and forecasting) and kernel
classification (for data mining). These types of models are actively
used in many applications, which are summarized in Table 1.
For density-estimation-based application, astronomical scientists
[19] utilize kernel density estimation for quantifying the galaxy
density. For regression-based application, environmental scientists
[45], [55], [42] utilize support vector regression to forecast the
wind speed which helps in predicting the generated energy by
wind power. For classification-based application, network security
systems [7], [6] utilize kernel SVM to detect suspicious packets.
Due to its wide range of applications, many types of open-source
libraries, e.g., LibSVM [12] and Scikit-learn [40], also support
above machine learning models, which can combine with different
kernel functions.
In the above applications, a common online operation is to
compute the following function:
X
FP (q) =
wi · K(q, pi )
(1)
pi ∈P

where q is a query point, P is a dataset of points, wi is scalar, and
K(q, pi ) denotes the kernel function between q and pi . Table 2
summarizes all kernel functions which are widely used in existing
•
•

•
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Model
Application
Kernel density estimation/
Galaxy density quantification [19]
classification (KDE/KDC)
Particle Searching [15]
[21], [20]
Support vector regression Wind speed forecasting [45], [55], [42]
(SVR) [47]
Ecological modeling [54]
Time series prediction [43], [46]
Image detection [26]
1-class support vector
Suspicious packet detection [7], [6]
machine (OCSVM) [37] Time series anomaly detection [25], [33]
2-class support vector
Suspicious packet detection [7], [6]
machine (2CSVM) [47]
Cancer detection [14], [30]
Image classification [36], [13], [16]
Pedestrian detection [5], [3], [4]

work [12], [40], [36], [4]. Both γ , β and deg are constants and
dist(q, p) denotes the Euclidean distance between q and p. In
addition, we also denote q` and p` as the `th dimensional values
of vectors q and p respectively and d is the dimensionality of the
vector.
TABLE 2: Kernel functions
Kernel name
Function K(q, p)
Gaussian
exp(−γ · dist(q, p)2 )
Polynomial
(γq · p + β)deg
Sigmoid
tanh(γq · p + β)
Pd 2q` p`
χ2
Pd `=1 q` +p`
Intersection
`=1 min(q` , p` )
Pd 1
q` +p`
q` +p`
1
JS
`=1 2 q` log2 ( q` ) + 2 p` log2 ( p` )
Pd √
Hellinger
q ` p`
`=1

Two types of online prediction queries, namely KAQ and
τ KAQ, are adopted in different machine learning models. Figure
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1 shows the visualization of KAQ and τ KAQ queries in one attribute (5th dimension) of shuttle sensor dataset [2] with Gaussian
kernel function.
Approximate kernel aggregation query (KAQ): In the regression/
density-estimation-based models, for example: KDE and SVR, the
relative error, , is used, such that for every query q, the returned
approximate value Fapprox is within 1 ±  of FP (q), i.e.,

(1 − )FP (q) ≤ Fapprox ≤ (1 + )FP (q)

(2)

Thresholded kernel aggregation query (τ KAQ): In the
classification-based models, for example: KDC, OCSVM and
2CSVM, the threshold, τ , is adopted, such that for every query
q, the returned result is either 1 or -1 which indicates whether
FP (q) ≥ τ .
The above queries are expensive as it takes O(nd) time
to compute FP (q) online, where d is the dimensionality of
data points and n is the cardinality of the dataset P . In the
machine learning community, many recent literatures [29], [24],
[27] also complain about the inefficiency issues for computing
kernel aggregation, which are quoted as follows:
•

•

•

“Despite their successes, what makes kernel methods
difficult to use in many large scale problems is the fact
that computing the decision function is typically expensive,
especially at prediction time.” [29]
“However, computing the decision function for the new
test samples is typically expensive which limits the applicability of kernel methods to real-world applications.”
[24]
“..., it has the disadvantage of requiring relatively large
computations in the testing phase.” [27]

To address the above inefficiency issues, existing solutions
are divided into two camps (cf. Table 3). The machine learning
community tends to improve the response time by using heuristics [27], [24], [29], [32] (e.g., sampling points in P ), which
may affect the quality of the model (e.g., classification/prediction
accuracy). The other camp, which we are interested in, aims to
enhance the efficiency while preserving the quality of the model.
The pioneering solutions in this category are [21], [20], albeit they
are only applicable to queries with type I weighting (see Table 3).
Their idea [21], [20] is to build an index structure on the point
set P offline, and then exploit index nodes to derive lower/upper
bounds and attempt pruning for online queries.
TABLE 3: Types of weighting in FP (q)
Type of weighting
Used in model
Techniques
Type I: identical, positive wi KDE/KDC Quality-preserving
(most specific)
solutions [21], [20]
Type II: positive wi
OCSVM
Heuristics
(subsuming Type I)
[32]
Type III: no restriction on wi
SVR,
Heuristics
(subsuming Types I, II)
2CSVM
[27], [24], [29]

In our preliminary work [10], we propose Kernel Aggregation
Rapid Library (KARL)1 , which provides a fast solution to support
Gaussian, polynomial and sigmoid kernels (cf. Table 2) with
different types of weighting (cf. Table 3). We also compare with
1. https://github.com/edisonchan2013928/KARL-Fast-Kernel-AggregationQueries
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two widely-used libraries, namely LibSVM [12] and Scikit-learn
[40]. Implementation-wise, LibSVM is based on the sequential
scan method, and Scikit-learn is based on the algorithm in [21]
for query type I. We compare them with our proposal (KARL) in
Table 4. As a remark, since Scikit-learn supports query types II
and III via the wrapper of LibSVM [40], we remove those two
query types from the row of Scikit-learn in Table 4. The features
of KARL are: (i) it supports all three types of weightings as well
as both KAQ and τ KAQ queries, (ii) it supports index structures,
(iii) it yields much lower response time than existing libraries.
TABLE 4: Comparisons of libraries
Library

Supported
Supported Support Response
queries
weightings indexing time
LibSVM [12]
τ KAQ
Types II, III
no
high
Scikit-learn [40]
KAQ
Type I
yes
high
KARL (this paper) KAQ, τ KAQ Types I, II, III yes
low

However, existing libraries, including LibSVM [12], Scikitlearn [40] and KARL (our preliminary work) [10] only focus on
Gaussian, polynomial and sigmoid kernels. Except for these three
famous kernels, another class of kernel functions, called additive
kernels, including χ2 , intersection, JS and Hellinger kernels, has
attracted more attention in many application domains recently,
e.g., machine learning [39], [41], [56] and computer vision [53],
[36], [49]. In this work, we extend KARL to support all additive
kernels.
Compared to our preliminary work [10], there are three new
contributions in this work. First, we develop the new lower and
upper bound functions, which are based on the monotonicity
property of additive kernel functions. We further show that these
two bound functions can be computed in O(d) time, if each q`
(min) (max)
is within the given range [q`
, q`
]. This range can be
specified during the offline stage. Second, we extend the linear
bound functions in our preliminary work [10] to support those q` ,
(min) (max)
which are not within this range [q`
, q`
]. Third, we further
conduct new experiments for (1) additive kernels, (2) regression
models, which are not supported in our preliminary work [10].
Our experimental results show that our method can achieve at
least one order of magnitude speedup compared with the state-ofthe-art methods.
We first discuss the related work in Section 2. Later, we present
the state-of-the-art method for evaluating KAQ and τ KAQ, using
Gaussian kernel, in Section 3. Then, we discuss our solution
KARL for Gaussian kernel in Section 4. Next, we extend our
method KARL to handle additive kernel functions in Section 5.
After that, we present our experiments in Section 6. Lastly, we
conclude the paper with future research directions in Section 7.

2

R ELATED W ORK

The term “kernel aggregation query” abstracts a common operation in several statistical and learning problems such as kernel
density estimation [21], [20], 1-class SVM [37], 2-class SVM [47]
and support vector regression [47].
Kernel density estimation is a non-parametric statistical
method for density estimation. To speedup kernel density estimation, existing work would either compute approximate density
values with accuracy guarantee [38] or test whether density values
are above a given threshold [20]. Zheng et al. [58] focus on fast
kernel density estimation on low-dimensional data (e.g., 1d, 2d)
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Fig. 1: KAQ of the query region [0,30] in shuttle sensor dataset [2] (using the 5th dimension)

and propose sampling-based solutions with theoretical guarantees
on both efficiency and quality. On the other hand, [38], [20]
assume that the point set P is indexed by a k -d tree, and apply
filter-and-refinement techniques for kernel density estimation. The
library Scikit-learn [40] adopts the implementation in [38]. Our
proposal, KARL, adapts the algorithm in [38], [20] to evaluate
kernel aggregation queries. The key difference between KARL
and [38], [20] lies in the bound functions. As explained in our
preliminary work [10], our proposed linear bound functions are
tighter than existing bound functions used in [38], [20]. Furthermore, we extend our linear bound functions to deal with different
types of weighting and kernel functions [10], which have not been
considered in [38], [20].
SVM is proposed by the machine learning community to classify data objects or detect outliers. SVM has been applied in different application domains, such as document classification [37], network fault detection [57], [7], [6], anomaly/outlier detection [11],
[31], novelty detection [25], [33], [48], cancer detection [14], [30],
image classification [13], [53], [36], time series classification [28],
and pedestrian detection [4]. The typical process is divided into
two phases. In the offline phase, training/learning algorithms are
used to obtain the point set P , the weighting, and parameters.
Then, in the online phase, thresholded kernel aggregation query
(τ KAQ) can be used to support classification or outlier detection.
Two approaches have been studied to accelerate the online phase.
The library LibSVM [12] assumes sparse data format and applies
inverted index to speedup exact computation. The machine learning community has proposed heuristics [27], [24], [29], [32] to
reduce the size of the point set P in the offline phase, in order
to speedup the online phase. However, these heuristics may affect
the prediction quality of SVM. Our proposed bound functions have
not been studied in the above work.
Most of the existing work, e.g., [47], [10], only focus on three
kernel functions, including Gaussian, polynomial and sigmoid
kernel functions. Recently, additive kernels (e.g., χ2 , intersection,
JS, Hellinger kernels in Table 2) with SVM are extensively used
for different applications, e.g., image classification [53], [36]
in computer vision, detection of spatial properties of object in
Geoscience [16], colorectal cancer detection in medical science
[30], pedestrian detection system in transportation [4]. However,
it is still time-consuming (still in O(nd) time) to evaluate KAQ
and τ KAQ, using additive kernels. To boost the efficiency performance, many approximation methods have been developed in
existing work, which can be divided into two camps.
In the first camp, researchers [34], [50], [49], [53] aim to learn
the finite D-dimensional feature representation of each vector,
e.g., φ(q) for q and φ(p) for p, such that K(q, p) ≈ φ(q)T φ(p)
in which it can reduce the time complexity for evaluating kernel

aggregation function from O(nd) to O(D) time in the online
phase. However, this type of work only provides the approximation results for both KAQ and τ KAQ without any theoretical
guarantee. In the second camp, researchers [23], [35], [36] discover that the kernel aggregation function can be evaluated exactly
and efficiently with some additive kernels. For example: Maji et
al. [35], [36] show that the kernel aggregation function can be
computed in O(d log n) time using intersection kernel. However,
not all additive kernels (e.g., χ2 , JS and Hellinger) exhibit this
property. To speedup the evaluation of kernel aggregation function
for other kernels, some work [36], [5], [4] further prestore the
kernel aggregation values into the lookup table, which can be
used to evaluate the kernel aggregation function effectively and
approximately. Even though this type of methods is similar with
our proposal, it does not provide any theoretical guarantee. In
our work, we further support these kernel functions for evaluating
KAQ and τ KAQ, which guarantee our returned result within the
relative error  and correctly classify the value with the threshold
τ , respectively.

3 S TATE - OF - THE -A RT (SOTA) F OR G AUSSIAN
K ERNEL
In this section, we introduce the state-of-the-art [21], [20] (SOTA),
albeit it is only applicable to queries with type I weighting (see
Table 3) and Gaussian kernel function. In this case, we denote the
common weight by w and K(q, pi ) = exp(−γ · dist(q, pi )2 ) in
Equation 1.
X
FP (q) =
w · exp(−γ · dist(q, pi )2 )
(3)
pi ∈P

Bounding functions.
We introduce the concept of bounding rectangle [44] below.
Definition 1. Let R be the bounding rectangle for a point set P .
We denote its interval in the j -th dimension as [R[j].l, R[j].u],
where R[j].l = minp∈P p[j] and R[j].u = maxp∈P p[j].
Given a query point q, we can compute the minimum distance mindist(q, R) from q to R, and the maximum distance
maxdist(q, R) from q to R, i.e., the following inequality holds
for every point p inside R.

mindist(q, R) ≤ dist(q, p) ≤ maxdist(q, R)
With the above notations, the lower bound LBR (q) and the
upper bound U BR (q) for FP (q) (Equation 3) are defined as:

LBR (q) = w · R.count · exp(−γ · maxdist(q, R)2 )
U BR (q) = w · R.count · exp(−γ · mindist(q, R)2 )
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where R.count denotes the number of points (from P ) in R,
and w denotes the common weight (for type I weighting). It takes
O(d) time to compute the above bounds online.
Refinement of bounds.
The state-of-the-art [21], [20] employs a hierarchical index
structure (e.g., k -d tree) to index the point set P . Consider the
example index in Figure 2. Each non-leaf entry (e.g., R5 , 9) stores
the bounding rectangle of its subtree (e.g., R5 ) and the number of
points in its subtree (e.g., 9).
root node: Nroot

R5,9 | R6,9
node N5

LBR (q) and U BR (q)) are replaced by our bound functions.
Our key contribution is to develop tighter bound functions for
FP (q) (cf. Equation 3). In Section 4.1, we propose a novel idea
to bound the function exp(−x) and discuss how to compute such
bound functions quickly. In Section 4.2, we devise tighter bound
functions and show that they are always tighter than existing bound
functions.
In this section, we only focus on the Gaussian kernel in the
function FP (q). As a remark, our preliminary work [10] proposes
some advanced techniques, e.g., auto-tuning, to further boost the
efficiency performance. In addition, we also propose a method
to support both polynomial and sigmoid kernels in [10]. To save
space, we omit these parts. Interested readers can refer to [10].

node N6

R3,4 | R4,5

R1,5 | R2,4
node N1

node N2

p1 p2 … p5

4

p6 p7 … p9

node N3

p10 p11 … p13

4.1
node N4

p14 p15 … p18

Fig. 2: Hierarchical index structure
We illustrate the running steps of the state-of-the-art on the
above example index in Table 5. For conciseness, the notations
LBR (q), U BR (q), FP (q) are abbreviated as lbR , ubR , FP reb and
spectively. The state-of-the-art maintains a lower bound lb
c
upper bound ub for FP (q). Initially, the bounding rectangle of
b and ub
c. It uses
the root node (say, Rroot ) is used to compute lb
a priority queue to manage the index entries that contribute to the
computation of those bounds; the priority of an index entry Ri
is defined as the difference ubRi − lbRi . In each iteration, the
algorithm pops an entry Ri from the priority queue, processes
the child entries of Ri , then refines the bounds incrementally and
updates the priority queue. For example, in step 2, the algorithm
pops the entry R5 from the priority queue, inserts its child
entries R1 , R2 into the priority queue, and refines the bounds
incrementally. Similar technique can be also found in similarity
search community (e.g., [8], [9]).
TABLE 5: Running steps for state-of-the-art

Fast Linear Bound Functions

We wish to design bound functions such that (i) they are tighter
than existing bound functions (cf. Section 3), and (ii) they are
efficient to compute, i.e., taking only O(d) computation time.
In this section, we assume type I weighting and denote the
common weight by w. Consider an example on the dataset P =
{p1 , p2 , p3 }. Let xi be the value γ · dist(q, pi )2 . With this
notation, the value FP (q) (cf. Equation 3) can be simplified to:


w exp(−x1 ) + exp(−x2 ) + exp(−x3 ) .
In Figure 3, we plot the function value exp(−x) for x1 , x2 , x3 as
points.
function value
1

b
Maintenance of lower bound lb
c
and upper bound ub
b = lbRroot ,
Rroot
lb
c
ub = ubRroot
b = lbR5 + lbR6 ,
R5 , R 6
lb
c = ubR5 + ubR6
ub
b
R6 , R 1 , R 2
lb = lbR6 + lbR1 + lbR2 ,
c = ubR6 + ubR1 + ubR2
ub
b = lbR1 + lbR2 + lbR3 + lbR4 ,
R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 lb
c
ub = ubR1 + ubR2 + ubR3 + ubR4
b = Fp1 ···p5 + lbR2 + lbR3 + lbR4 ,
R2 , R 3 , R 4
lb
c = Fp1 ···p5 + ubR2 + ubR3 + ubR4
ub

1
2
3
4
5

The state-of-the-art terminates upon reaching a termination
b ≥ τ or
condition. For τ KAQ, the termination condition is: lb
c < τ . For KAQ, the termination condition is: ub
c < (1 + )lb
b.
ub

4

KARL FOR G AUSSIAN K ERNEL

Our proposed solution, KARL, adopts the state-of-the-art (SOTA)
for query processing, except that existing bound functions (e.g.,

γ maxdist(q,p)2

0.8
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Step Priority queue
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x axis
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Fig. 3: Linear bounds
We first sketch our idea for bounding FP (q). First, we compute the bounding interval of xi , i.e., the interval [xmin , xmax ],
where xmin = γ·mindist(q, R)2 , xmax = γ·maxdist(q, R)2 ,
and R is the bounding rectangle of P . Within that interval, we
employ two functions E L (x) and E U (x) as lower and upper
bound functions for exp(−x), respectively (cf. Definition 2). We
illustrate these two functions by a red line and a blue line in
Figure 3.
Definition 2 (Constrained bound functions). Given a query point
q and a point set P , we call two functions E L (x) and E U (x) to
be lower and upper bound functions for exp(−x), respectively, if

E L (x) ≤ exp(−x) ≤ E U (x)
holds for any x ∈ [γ · mindist(q, R)2 , γ · maxdist(q, R)2 ],
where R is the bounding rectangle of P .
In this paper, we model bound functions E L (x) and E U (x)
by using two linear functions Linml ,cl (x) = ml x + cl and
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Linmu ,cu (x) = mu x + cu , respectively. Then, we define the
aggregation of a linear function Linm,c (x) as:

X 
FLP (q, Linm,c ) =
w m(γ · dist(q, pi )2 ) + c
(4)
pi ∈P

Lemma 1. Suppose that Linml ,cl (x) and Linmu ,cu (x) are
lower and upper bound functions for exp(−x), respectively, for
the query point q and point set P . It holds that:

FLP (q, Linml ,cl ) ≤ FP (q) ≤ FLP (q, Linmu ,cu )

Fast computation of bounds.
The following lemma allows FLP (q, Linm,c ) to be efficiently computed in O(d) time.
Lemma 2. Given two values m and c, FLP (q, Linm,c ) (Equation 4) can be computed in O(d) time and it holds that:


FLP (q, Linm,c ) = wmγ |P | · ||q||2 − 2q · aP + bP + wc|P |
pi ∈P

pi and bP =

P

pi ∈P

||pi ||2 .

=

existing bound:
exp(-xmin)

xmin

the chord:
EU(x)=mu x + cu

x1

0.4

x2

xmax
x3

0.2

function

exp(–x)
x axis

0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Fig. 4: Chord-based upper bound function
such that FLP (q, Linmu ,cu ) ≤ U BR (q), where U BR (q) is the
upper bound function used in the state-of-the-art (see Section 3).
Linear function Linml ,cl (x) for modeling E L (x).
To achieve the (1) correct and (2) tight lower bound for
exp(−x), we utilize the tangent line, which passes through
the tangent point, as the correct lower bound of exp(−x)
(cf. Figure 5), due to the convexity property of this function.
Observe from Figure 5a, once we choose the tangent point
(xmax , exp(−xmax )), the lower bound is already tighter than
the existing bound exp(−xmax ) (green dashed line in Figure 5a),
as stated in Lemma 4.
Lemma 4. There exists a linear function Linml ,cl (x) such that
FLP (q, Linml ,cl ) ≥ LBR (q), where LBR (q) is the lower
bound function used in the state-of-the-art (see Section 3).

Proof.
FLP (q, Linm,c )

0.8

(5)

Observe that the bound functions in Figure 3 are not tight. We
will devise tighter bound functions in the next subsection.

P

function value
1

0.6

With this concept, the functions FLP (q, Linml ,cl ) and
FLP (q, Linmu ,cu ) serve as a lower and an upper bound function
for FP (q) respectively, subject to the condition stated in Lemma
1.

where aP =

5


X 
w m(γ · dist(q, pi )2 ) + c
pi ∈P

=
=


X 
Interestingly, it is possible to devise a tighter bound than the
||q||2 − 2q · pi + ||pi ||2 + wc|P | above. Figure 5b depicts the tangent line at point (t, exp(−t)).
p ∈P
This tangent line offers a much tighter bound than the one in

i
wmγ |P | · ||q||2 − 2q · aP + bP + wc|P |
Figure 5a.
wmγ

Observe that both terms aP and bP are independent of the
query point q. Therefore, with the pre-computed values of aP and
bP , FLP (q, Linm,c ) can be computed in O(d) time.
4.2

Tighter Bound Functions

We proceed to devise tighter bound functions by using
Linml ,cl (x) and Linmu ,cu (x).
Linear function Linmu ,cu (x) for modeling E U (x).
Observe from Figure 4, the chord-based linear bound
function Linmu ,cu (x), which passes through two points
(xmin , exp(−xmin )) and (xmax , exp(−xmax )), can act as the
proper upper bound function of exp(−x), given each xi is in the
interval [xmin , xmax ].
It turns out that Linmu ,cu (x) can also lead to a tighter upper
bound than the existing bound exp(−xmin ) (see Section 3), as
shown in Figure 4 (green dashed line in Figure 4), which is stated
in Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. There exists a linear function Linmu ,cu (x) = mu x+
cu with:

mu

=

cu

=

exp(−xmax ) − exp(−xmin )
xmax − xmin
xmax exp(−xmin ) − xmin exp(−xmax )
xmax − xmin

(6)

In the following, we demonstrate how to find the optimal
tangent line (i.e., leading to the tightest bound). Suppose that the
linear function of lower bound Linml ,cl (x) is the tangent line at
point (t, exp(−t)). Then, we derive the slope ml and the intercept
cl as:

ml

=

cl

=

d exp(−x)
= − exp(−t)
dx
x=t
exp(−t) − ml t = (1 + t) exp(−t)

Theorem 1 establishes the optimal value topt that leads to the
tightest bound.
Theorem 1. Consider the function FLP (q, Linml ,cl ) as a function of t, where ml = − exp(−t) and cl = (1 + t) exp(−t). This
function yields the maximum value at:
X
γ
topt =
·
dist(q, pi )2
(8)
|P | p ∈P
i

Proof. Let H(t) = FLP (q, Linml ,cl ) be a function of t. For
the sake of clarity, we define the following two constants that are
independent of t:
X
z1 = wγ ·
dist(q, pi )2 and z2 = w|P |
pi ∈P

Together with the given ml and cl , we can rewrite H(t) as:
(7)

H(t) = −z1 exp(−t) + z2 (1 + t) exp(−t)
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Fig. 5: Tangent-based lower bound function

The remaining proof is to find the maximum value of H(t).
We first compute the first derivative of H(t) (in terms of t):
Bound Value

H 0 (t)

= z1 exp(−t) + z2 exp(−t) − z2 (1 + t) exp(−t)
= (z1 + z2 − z2 − z2 t) exp(−t)
= (z1 − z2 t) exp(−t)

Next, we compute the value topt such that H 0 (topt ) = 0.
Since exp(−topt ) 6= 0, we get:

z1 − z2 topt

=

topt

=

0
X
z1
γ
dist(q, pi )2
·
=
z2
|P | p ∈P
i

Then we further test whether topt indeed yields the maximum
value. We consider two cases for H 0 (t). Note that both z1 and z2
are positive constants.
1) For the case t < topt , we get H 0 (t) > 0, implying that
H(t) is an increasing function.
2) For the case t > topt , we get H 0 (t) < 0, implying that
H(t) is a decreasing function.
Thus, we conclude that the function H(t) yields the maximum
value at t = topt .
P
The optimal value topt involves the term pi ∈P dist(q, pi )2 .
This term can be computed efficiently in O(d) time by the trick in
Lemma 2. By applying Lemma
P2 and substituting w = m = γ =
1 and c = 0, we can express pi ∈P dist(q, pi )2 in the form of
FLP (q, Linm,c ), which can be computed in O(d) time.
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SOTA stops
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0*100
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Fig. 6: Bound values of SOTA and KARL vs. the number of
iterations; for type I-τ query on the home dataset

4.3.1 Type II Weighting
For type II weighting, each wi takes a positive value. Note that
different wi may take different values.
First, we redefine the aggregation of a linear function
Linm,c (x) as:


X
FLP (q, Linm,c ) =
wi m(γ · dist(q, pi )2 ) + c
(9)
pi ∈P

This function can also be computed efficiently (i.e., in O(d) time),
as shown in Lemma 5.
Lemma 5. Under type II weighting, FLP (q, Linm,c ) (Equation
9) can be computed in O(d) time, given two values of m and c.

Case study.
We conduct the following case study on the augmented k -d
tree, in order to demonstrate the performance of KARL and the
tightness of our bound functions compared to existing bound functions. First, we pick a random query point from the home dataset
[2] (see Section 6.1 for details). Then, we plot the lower/upper
bound values of SOTA and KARL versus the number of iterations.
Observe that our bounds are much tighter than existing bounds,
and thus KARL terminates sooner than SOTA.

Proof.

4.3 Other Types of Weighting
The state-of-the-art solution [21], [20] only considers type-I
weighting. However, as stated in Table 3, different types of
weighting are adopted in different statistical/ machine learning
models. In this section, we extend our bounding techniques for
the following function under other types of weighting:
X
FP (q) =
wi · exp(−γ · dist(q, pi )2 )

where aP = pi ∈P wi pi , bP = pi ∈P wi ||pi ||2 and wP =
P
pi ∈P wi .
The terms aP , bP , wP are independent of q. With their precomputed values, FLP (q, Linm,c ) can be computed in O(d)
time.

pi ∈P

=

FLP (q, Linm,c )


X
wi m(γ · dist(q, pi )2 ) + c
pi ∈P

=

 

X
wi mγ ||q||2 − 2q · pi + ||pi ||2
+c
wi

X
pi ∈P

=

pi ∈P



2

mγ wP · ||q|| − 2q · aP + bP

P



+ cwP

P

It remains to discuss how to find tight bound functions. For the
upper bound function, we adopt the same technique in Figure 4.
For the lower bound function, we use the idea in Figure 5b, except
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that the optimal value topt should also depend on the weighting
(cf. Theorem 2).
Theorem 2. Consider the function FLP (q, Linml ,cl ) as a function of t, where ml = − exp(−t) and cl = (1 + t) exp(−t). This
function yields the maximum value at:
X
γ
topt =
·
wi · dist(q, pi )2
(10)
wP p ∈P
i
P
where wP = pi ∈P wi .
Proof. Following the proof of Theorem 1, we let H(t) =
FLP (q, Linml ,cl ) be a function of t and we define the following
two constants.
X
z1 = γ ·
wi · dist(q, pi )2 and z2 = wP
pi ∈P

Then, we follow exactly the same steps of Theorem 1 to derive
the optimal topt (Equation 10).
Again, the value topt can also be computed efficiently (i.e., in
O(d) time).
4.3.2 Type III Weighting
For type III weighting, there is no restriction on wi . Each wi takes
either a positive value or a negative value.
Our idea is to convert the problem into two subproblems that
use type II weighting. First, we partition the point set P into two
sets P + and P − such that: (i) all points in P + are associated
with positive weights, and (ii) all points in P − are associated with
negative weights. Then we introduce the following notation:
X
|wi | · exp(−γ · dist(q, pi )2 ) = −FP − (q)
FP − (q) =
pi ∈P −

This enables us to rewrite the function FP (q) as:
X
wi · exp(−γ · dist(q, pi )2 )
FP (q) =

7

also takes O(nd) time, which is slow in the prediction phase of
machine learning models. Therefore, we extend KARL to support
this class of kernel functions.
Additive kernel functions exhibit the following additive property (cf. Definition 3).
Definition 3. (Additive property [36]) We denote K(q, p) as the
additive kernel, if we can express this function as the sum of d
one-dimensional kernel functions (denoted as K` (q` , p` ), where
1 ≤ ` ≤ d), which correspond to different dimensions, where:

K(q, p) =

FP + (q) + FP − (q)
FP + (q) − FP − (q)

Since the weights in both FP + (q) and FP − (q) are positive,
the terms FP + (q) and FP − (q) can be bounded by using the
techniques for type II weighting.
The upper bound of FP (q) can be computed as the upper
bound of FP + (q) minus the lower bound of FP − (q).
The lower bound of FP (q) can be computed as the lower
bound of FP + (q) minus the upper bound of FP − (q).

KARL FOR A DDITIVE KERNELS

In previous sections, we mainly focus on Gaussian kernel function.
However, as discussed in Introduction (cf. Section 1), additive
kernel functions (e.g., χ2 , intersection, JS and Hellinger kernels
in Table 2) have recently attracted the attention in both machine
learning [56], [17], [41], [39] and computer vision [35], [49],
[36], [53] communities, which are actively used in the following
applications. Some pedestrian detection systems [5], [3], [4],
utilize additive kernels to detect human. Medical scientists [30]
utilize additive kernels to detect colorectal cancer. Geoscientists
[16] utilize additive kernels to characterize spatial properties of
objects in a scene. However, the same as Gaussian kernel, evaluating kernel aggregation function FP (q) with additive kernels

(11)

As a remark, additive kernels are mainly used for histograms.
Therefore, we also follow existing work [53], [36], [49] and regard
q and p as histograms, i.e., q` and p` are both positive in this
section. Table 6 summarizes the most representative K` (q` , p` )
[49], [53] for different additive kernels.
TABLE 6: K` (q` , p` ) for different additive kernel functions
Kernel
K` (q` , p` )
2q` p`
2
χ
q` +p`
Intersection
min(q` , p` )
1
`
`
JS
q log2 ( q`q+p
) + 12 p` log2 ( q`p+p
)
2 `
` √
`
Hellinger
q` p`

Observe from Equation 11, additive kernel function K(q, p)
consists of different one-dimensional kernel functions K` (q` , p` ).
Therefore, we can convert the kernel aggregation function (cf.
Equation 1) to the composition of one-dimensional kernel aggregation functions FP` (q` ) [36] (cf. Lemma 6), where P` denotes the set of data points in P with the `th dimension, i.e.,
P` = {p1` , p2` , ..., pn` }, and FP` (q` ) is:
X
wi · K` (q` , pi` )
(12)
FP` (q` ) =
pi` ∈P`

Lemma 6. Given the additive kernel K(q, p), the kernel aggregation function FP (q) (cf. Equation 1) is the addition of d onedimensional kernel aggregation functions FP` (q` ), i.e.,

FP (q) =

d
X

FP` (q` )

(13)

`=1

Proof.
FP (q)

=

X

wi · K(q, pi ) =

pi ∈P

5

K` (q` , p` )

`=1

pi ∈P + ∪P −

=
=

d
X

=

wi ·

d
X

pi ∈P

d  X
X
`=1

X

pi` ∈P`

K` (q` , pi` )



`=1



wi · K` (q` , pi` ) =

d
X

FP` (q` )

`=1

The above lemma implies that we can focus on developing
the lower and upper bound functions of one-dimensional kernel
aggregation function FP` (q` ), and then add them to obtain the
bounds of FP (q).
In the following, we will present two bounding techniques for
FP` (q` ), which are the monotonicity-based bounds (cf. Section
5.1) and the linear bounds (cf. Section 5.2). Then, we further propose a two-step method to integrate these two bounding techniques
for solving KAQ and τ KAQ in Section 5.3.
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5.1 Monotonicity-based Lower and Upper Bounds for
FP` (q` ) (KARLmono )
In this section, we develop the new lower and upper bound
functions for FP` (q` ), which are based on the monotonicity
property. To simplify the discussion, we mainly focus on the χ2
kernel function (cf. Table 6) and type-II weighting (i.e., wi ≥ 0).
However, these bound functions can be extended to other additive
kernel functions and other weighting (using the similar technique
in Section 4.3.2).
Observe from Figure 7, the larger the q` , the larger the function
`x
value q2q
. Therefore, once we let x = pi` and we have computed
` +x
these two values FP` (q` ) and FP` (qb` ), where q` ≤ q` ≤ qb` . We
can conclude FP` (q` ) ≤ FP` (q` ) ≤ FP` (qb` ), i.e., these two
values act as the lower and upper bounds of FP` (q` ) (cf. Lemma
7).
function value

1

𝑞ℓ =0.6

𝑞ℓ

(min)

𝑞ℓ

𝑞ℓ

𝑞
(max)
𝑞ℓ

𝑞ℓ

𝛿
Fig. 8: Precomputation of FP` (q) in the `th dimension (four
FP` (q) are precomputed in this example)
can find the precomputed value to achieve the tolerance ε between the lower bound FP` (q` ) and upper bound FP` (qb` ), i.e.,
FP` (qb` ) ≤ (1 + ε)FP` (q` ), which guarantees these two bounds
are not far away from each other (cf. Lemma 8).
Lemma 8. Given δ as the interval size of consecutive samples,
i.e., δ = qb` − q` , and ε as the tolerance, if δ fulfills the condition
in Table 7, we conclude FP` (qb` ) ≤ (1 + ε)FP` (q` ).
Proof. In this proof, we focus on the χ2 kernel function.
 2qb p 
 2(q` + δ)pi` 
X
X
` i`
FP` (qb` ) =
wi
=
wi
qb` + pi`
q` + δ + pi`
p ∈P
p ∈P

𝑞ℓ =0.5

0.8

ℱ𝑃ℓ (𝑞ℓ )

ℱ𝑃ℓ (𝑞ℓ )

𝑞ℓ =0.4
0.6

i`

≤

`

i`

X

wi

`

 2(q` + δ)pi` 

q` + pi`
 2p

X
i`
wi
= FP` (q` ) + δ
q` + pi`
p ∈P

0.4

pi` ∈P`

0.2

i`

x axis

0

0

0.5

1

1.5

Fig. 7: Lower and upper bounds for

2

Proof. In this proof, we only focus on the χ2 kernel function.
However, we can extend this proof to other kernel functions in
Table 6 using the similar idea.
Given q` ≤ qb` , we have:

FP` (qb` ) − FP` (q` )
 2q p 
 2qb p 
X
X
` i`
` i`
−
wi
=
wi
b` + pi`
q
q
+
pi`
`
pi` ∈P`
pi` ∈P`


2
X
2(qb` − q` )pi`
≥0
=
wi
(q
` + pi` )(qb` + pi` )
p ∈P
i`

Therefore, we have the following relative error:

FP` (qb` ) − FP` (q` )
δ
δ
≤
≤ (min)
FP` (q` )
q`
q`

2q` x
q` +x

Lemma 7. If q` ≤ q` ≤ qb` , we have FP` (q` ) ≤ FP` (q` ) ≤
FP` (qb` ), where the kernel functions are from Table 6.

`

To ensure the tolerance is within ε, we set:

δ

(min)

(min)
q`

≤ ε =⇒ δ ≤ ε × q`

Hence, we prove the above claim.
In the proof of Lemma 8, we only focus on the χ2 kernel.
For other kernel functions in Table 6, we also have similar
results, but with different conditions for δ , which are sum(min)
marized in Table 7. We denote p`
= minpi` ∈P` pi` and
(max)
p`
= maxpi` ∈P` pi` . the detailed proofs for other kernel
functions (intersection, JS and Hellinger) are shown in Appendix
(cf. Section 8).

`

Therefore, we have FP` (q` ) ≤ FP` (qb` ). Similarly, we can also
conclude FP` (q` ) ≤ FP` (q` ).
Even though the bound functions FP` (q` ) and FP` (qb` ) can
correctly act as the lower and upper bounds for FP` (q` ) respectively, it is not feasible to compute these two bounds on-thefly, since the response time is the same as the exact evaluation
of FP` (q` ). To avoid exact evaluation in the online phase, we
precompute several FP` (q) for different q in advance, as shown in
Figure 8. In the online phase, we can directly use the precomputed
values, FP` (q` ) and FP` (qb` ) as the lower and upper bounds of
FP` (q` ) respectively, once q` ≤ q` ≤ qb` .
Observe from Figure 8, there is a trade-off between the
bound values and the precomputation cost (space and time).
Here, we demonstrate how to sample the q -axis uniformly with
interval size δ (cf. Figure 8) in offline phase, such that we

TABLE 7: Different conditions for interval size δ
Condition for δ

Kernel
2

χ
Intersection

JS

(min)

δ ≤ ε × q`
(min)
(min)
δ ≤ ε × min(q`
, p`
)

 (min)

q`
(min)
(min)
δ ≤ ε × min q`
, p`
× log2 (max) + 1
(min)

p`

δ ≤ ε2 × q`

Hellinger

(min)

(max)

If q` is in the range [q`
, q`
], for every ` = 1, 2..., d,
we can obtain the lower and upper bounds, denoted as F and
Fb respectively, for FP (q) in O(d) time based on the lookup
operations, where:

F =

d
X
`=1

FP` (q` ) and Fb =

d
X
`=1

FP` (qb` )
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Moreover, these two bound values are also within the tolerance

ε.
(min)

(max)

Theorem 3. If q` is in the range of [q`
, q`
] and the
interval size δ fulfills the condition in Table 7, with ε as the
tolerance, for every ` = 1, 2..., d, we have Fb ≤ (1 + ε)F .
(min) (max)
Proof. If each q` is in the range of [q`
, q`
], q` lies on
one interval [q` , qb` ]. Using the result in Lemma 8, FP` (qb` ) ≤
(min) (max)
(1 + ε)FP` (q` ), for every q` ∈ [q`
, q`
]. Therefore, we
have:
d
d
X
X
Fb =
FP` (qb` ) ≤ (1 + ε)
FP` (q` ) = (1 + ε)F
`=1

9

and Linmu ,cu (x) respectively. To find ml , cl , mu and cu , we can
utilize the similar concepts in Section 4.2, which are omitted here.
The concave property can be also found for other additive kernel
functions (cf. Table 6). Therefore, we can simply extend Lemma
9 for other additive kernel functions.
function value

1

xmin
0.8

x2

0.6

`=1

x3

function

2𝑞ℓ 𝑥
𝑞ℓ +𝑥

x1

0.4

In both Lemma 8 and Theorem 3, there is one assumption
(min) (max)
that we need to know the range for q` , i.e., [q`
, q`
],
in advance for each dimension. In practice, we can utilize the
(min) (max)
interval of each dimension in P to estimate [q`
, q`
], i.e.,
(min)
(min)
(max)
(max)
we estimate q`
= p`
and q`
= p`
. Normally,
(min) (max)
, p`
] is not large, as we need to normalize each
[p`
dimension of the dataset to be within [0, 1] before training the
regression and classification models, e.g., SVM [12]. Note that
(min)
the interval size δ depends on the value q`
(cf. Lemma 8). We
cannot set it to a very small value, e.g., 0, as it incurs very large
precomputation cost, including space and time. As an example, if
(min)
(max)
q`
= 0.00001 and q`
= 1 and ε = 0.01, then, for χ2
−7
kernel, δ = 10
and the corresponding precomputation space
(1−0.00001)
(or the number of intervals) for each dimension is
,
10−7
which is near 10 million. To avoid the huge precomputation cost,
(min)
we restrict the smallest estimated value of q`
to be 0.01, even
(min)
< 0.01.
though it is possible that p`

xmax

0.2

x axis

0

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

Fig. 9: Linear lower and upper bound functions for function

2q` x
q` +x

After we find the suitable Linm,c (x), we can obtain the O(1)time bound function FLP` (q` , Linm,c ) for FP` (q` ) (cf. Equation
14), as stated in Lemma 10.
Lemma 10. Given two values m and c, we can evaluate
FLP` (q` , Linm,c ) in O(1) time.
Proof.

FLP` (q` , Linm,c )

=

X

wi · Linm,c (pi` )

pi` ∈P`

=

X

wi · (mpi` + c) = maP` + cbP

pi` ∈P`

5.2

Linear Bounds for Out-of-Range q` (KARLlinear )

As discussed in Section 5.1, we only utilize the interval of
(min) (max)
, q`
]. However, it
each dimension in P to estimate [q`
is possible for q` to be out-of-range in the online phase. To handle
this situation, we extend our linear bounds (cf. Sections 4.1 and
4.2) for this case. As an example, we focus on the χ2 kernel
in Equation 12 (i.e., Equation 14) in this section. However, our
method can be also easily applied for other kernel functions.
 2q p 
X
` i`
FP` (q` ) =
wi
(14)
q
+
pi`
`
p ∈P
i`

`

In order to extend our linear bounds to Equation 14, we let
xi = pi` and define the following aggregation of linear function,
where Linm,c (x) = mx + c.
X
FLP` (q` , Linm,c ) =
wi · Linm,c (pi` )
pi` ∈P`

Based on the similar concepts of Definition 2 and Lemma 1,
our goal is to find two linear functions Linml ,cl (x) = ml x + cl
`x
and Linmu ,cu (x) = mu x+cu such that Linml ,cl (x) ≤ q2q
≤
` +x
Linmu ,cu (x). Once we obtain these two linear functions, we have
FLP` (q` , Linml ,cl ) ≤ FP` (q` ) ≤ FLP` (q` , Linmu ,cu ) (cf.
Lemma 9).

where aP` =
precomputed.

pi` ∈P`

wi pi` and bP =

P

pi` ∈P`

wi can be

To efficiently support the lower and upper bound functions
for each dimension, we need to prebuild multiple index structures
(e.g., multiple binary trees). Once q` is out-of-range, we can use
c` which
the tree for `th dimension to find the approximate value F
is within FP` (q` ) and (1 + ε)FP` (q` ).
5.3 Integration of Our Bounds to Solve KAQ and τ KAQ
(KARL)
In this section, we discuss how to integrate our bound functions
(cf. Sections 5.1 and 5.2) to solve KAQ and τ KAQ.
Recall from Section 3, the termination conditions for τ KAQ
b ≥ τ or ub
c ≤ τ and ub
c ≤ (1 + )lb
b respectively.
and KAQ are lb
To solve KAQ and τ KAQ with additive kernels, we adopt the
b and ub
c.
following 2-step method to maintain the bounds lb
1)

`x
≤ Linmu ,cu (x), we
Lemma 9. Given Linml ,cl (x) ≤ q2q
` +x
have: FLP` (q` , Linml ,cl ) ≤ FP` (q` ) ≤ FLP` (q` , Linmu ,cu ).
`x
Observe from Figure 9, since q2q
is the concave function,
` +x
we can simply use the chord and tangent lines as Linml ,cl (x)

P

2)

We either obtain the monotonicity-based lower and upper
bound functions, i.e., FP` (q` ) and FP` (qb` ) respectively,
(cf. Section 5.1) or compute the linear bounds once q` is
out-of-range (cf. Section 5.2), using kd-tree/ ball-tree for
`th dimensional points in P (with the similar concept of
Section 3). We denote the lower and upper bounds for `th
b
dimension as l` and u` respectively. Then, we update lb
c
and ub.
b and ub
c does not fulfill the termination condition, we
If lb
incrementally perform sequential scan (SCAN) for each
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dimension (with the higher priority for larger value of
b
u` − l` ), i.e., compute FP` (q` ), to refine the bounds, lb
c
and ub, until the termination condition is fulfilled.

6

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

We introduce the experimental setting in Section 6.1. Next, we
demonstrate the performance of different methods with Gaussian
kernel function in Section 6.2. Lastly, we demonstrate the performance of different methods with χ2 kernel function in Sections
6.3 and 6.4.
6.1

Experimental Setting

6.1.1 Datasets
For type-I, type-II, type-III weighting, we take the application
models as kernel density estimation, 1-class SVM, and 2-class
SVM/SVR, respectively. We use a wide variety of real datasets for
these models, as shown in Table 8. The value nraw denotes the
number of points in the raw dataset, and the value d denotes the
data dimensionality. These datasets are all from data repository
websites [2], [12]. Some datasets have been also used in existing
work, e.g., [20], [41].
For type-I weighting, we follow [20] and use the Scott’s rule
to obtain the parameter γ . Type-II and type-III datasets require a
training phase. We consider two kernel functions: Gaussian and χ2
kernels. We denote the number of remaining points in the dataset
gauss
χ2
after training as nmodel and nmodel , for the Gaussian kernel and
χ2 kernel respectively.
The LIBSVM software [12] is used in the training phase. The
training parameters are configured as follows. For each type-II
dataset, we apply 1-class SVM training, with the default kernel
parameter γ = d1 [12]. Then we vary the training model parameter
ν from 0.01 to 0.3 and choose the model which provides the
highest accuracy. For each type-III dataset, we apply 2-class
SVM/SVR training with the automatic script in [12] to determine
the suitable values for training parameters.
TABLE 8: Details of datasets
Model
Type I:
kernel
density
Type II:
1-class
SVM
Type III:
2-class
SVR
Type III:
2-class
SVM

Raw dataset
miniboone [2]
home [2]
susy [2]
nsl-kdd [1]
kdd99 [2]
covtype [12]
cadata [2]
wave [2]
3D-road [2]
skin [2]
cod-rna [12]
home [2]

nraw
119596
918991
4990000
67343
972780
581012
10640
62000
424874
235057
478565
918991

ngauss
model
n/a
n/a
n/a
17510
19461
25486
1643
3454
177585
14628
114765
411461

2

nχ
model
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
1179
2331
176847
28124
62368
297560

d
50
10
18
41
41
54
8
48
3
3
8
10

6.1.2 Methods for Comparisons
In our experimental study, we compare different state-of-the-art
methods with our solution. SCAN is the sequential scan method
which computes FP (q) without any pruning. SOTA is the stateof-the-art method which was developed by [20] for handling the
kernel density classification problem, i.e., I-τ query. We modify
and extend their framework to handle other types of queries.
LIBSVM [12] is the famous library for handling both support
vector machine-based regression and classification models, i.e.,
query types II-τ , III- and III-τ . In our preliminary version
[10], we develop KARL for Gaussian kernel function, which
follows the framework of [20], combining with our linear bound
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functions, LBKARL and U BKARL . In this extension, we extend
KARL to support additive kernels, we denote KARLmono as the
method of monotonicity-based bound functions (cf. Section 5.1)
and KARLlinear as the method of linear bound functions (cf.
Section 5.2) with the combination of multiple binary-trees (for
each dimension). We further integrate both methods KARLmono
and KARLlinear (which handles out-of-range case of q` ) to an
unified one (cf. Section 5.3), i.e., KARL, to support the χ2 kernel
function for both query types III- and III-τ .
6.2 Efficiency Evaluation for Different Query Types
with Gaussian kernel
We test the performance of different methods for five types of
queries which are I-, I-τ , II-τ , III- and III-τ . The parameters of
these queries are set as follows.
Types I- and III-. We set the relative error  = 0.2 for each
dataset.
Type I-τ P
. We fix the mean value µ of FP (q) from the set Q,
i.e., µ = q∈Q FP (q)/|Q| as the threshold τ for each dataset in
Table 9.
Types II-τ and III-τ . The threshold τ can be obtained during the
training phase.
TABLE 9: Throughput (queries/sec) of all methods for different
types of queries with Gaussian kernel
Type Datasets
miniboone
I-
home
susy
miniboone
I-τ
home
susy
nsl-kdd
II-τ
kdd99
covtype
cadata
III-
wave
3D-road
skin
III-τ cod-rna
home

SCAN LIBSVM Scikit
36.1
n/a
36
15.2
n/a
11.9
2.02
n/a
1.17
36.1
n/a
n/a
15.2
n/a
n/a
2.02
n/a
n/a
283
481
n/a
260
520
n/a
158
462
n/a
1951
2001
n/a
940
1205
n/a
41
62
n/a
495
504
n/a
55.4
68.2
n/a
14.7
18.3
n/a

SOTA
16.5
36.2
0.77
102
93.2
3.58
748
1269
448
1756
442
28
248
27.6
8.6

KARL
301
187
13.2
510
258
83.4
20668
11324
6022
13539
33482
27334
4104
854
231

Table 9 shows the throughput of different methods for all
types of queries. In the result of query type I-, SCAN is comparable to Scikit and SOTA since the bounds computed by the
basic bound functions are not tight enough. The performance of
Scikit and SOTA is affected by the overhead of the loose bound
computations. KARL uses our new bound functions which are
shown to provide tighter bounds. These bounds lead to significant
speedup in all evaluated datasets, e.g., KARL is at least 5.16
times faster than other methods. For query type III-, our method
KARL can further improve the efficiency performance by 7x to
28x, compared with other methods.
For query type I-τ , our method KARL improves the throughput by 2.76x to 21.2x when comparing to the runner-up method
SOTA. The improvement becomes more obvious for type II-τ and
type III-τ queries. The improvement of KARL can be up to 31x as
compared to SOTA. KARL achieves significant performance gain
for all these queries due to its tighter bound value compared with
SOTA.
Sensitivity of τ . In order to test the sensitivity of threshold τ in
different methods, we select five thresholds from the range µ −
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qP

Throughput (Queries/sec)

102

102

101

101

100
μ-σ

μ

100
μ-σ
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μ

Threshold τ

(a) home

(b) susy

Fig. 10: Query throughput with query type I-τ , varying the
threshold τ
103

102

102

101

100
0.05

0.1

0.15

ε

0.2

0.25

101

100

10-1
0.05

0.3

0.1

(a) home

TypeDatasetsSCANLIBSVMSOTAKARLlinear KARLmono KARL
cadata 941 1102 366
1438
13243 15684
III- wave
87
104
26.8
149
2863
3216
3D-road 18.1 26.3
3.7
45
183
201
skin 115
180
303
6741
23273 31232
III-τ cod-rna 24.3 32.5 52.5
701
10187 14875
home 4.25 7.73 6.92
824
1919
2457

To test the sensitivity of the relative error  for KAQ with
χ2 kernel function, we vary the parameter  from 0.05 to 0.3,
and measure the throughput of each method, using the two largest
datasets wave and 3D-road. Observe from Figure 13, since our
monotonicity-based lower and upper bound functions are effective, both our method KARLmono and KARL can outperform the
existing methods by at least one order of magnitude.

ε

0.2

0.25

0.3

(b) susy

Throughput (Queries/sec)

103

102

101

100

1

2

3

Size

(x106)

4

5

(a) type I-τ , fixing τ = µ

102

101

100

10-1

1

2

3

Size (x106)

4

5

(b) type I-, fixing  = 0.2

Fig. 12: Query throughput on the susy dataset, varying the dataset
size
SCAN
KARLlinear 4

LIBSVM +
KARLmono

104
103
102
101
100
0.05

SOTA 
KARL ×

103
Throughput (Queries/sec)

TABLE 10: Throughput (queries/sec) of all methods for different
types of queries with χ2 kernel

Throughput (Queries/sec)

In this section, we test the efficiency performance for χ2 kernel
(cf. Table 10). However, our techniques can be extended to other
additive kernel functions. Since additive kernels are mainly used
in regression (query type III-) and classification (query type IIIτ ) models, we only conduct the experiments in query type III.
By default, we fix the relative error  = 0.2 for KAQ. In
addition, we also fix the tolerance parameter ε = 0.05 for the
(min)
KARLmono method. Since we fix q`
= 0.01 (cf. Section
(min)
5.1), we can choose the interval size δ = ε × q`
= 0.0005
2
(χ kernel in Table 7). As such, the number of precomputed q`
is 1−0.01
0.0005 = 1980. Observe from Table 10, both our method
KARLmono and our method KARL can be significantly better
than the existing methods (e.g., SCAN, LibSVM and SOTA)
by at least one order of magnitude. On the other hand, since
the monotonicity-based bound functions are tighter than linear
bound functions, KARLmono can also achieve significant speedup
compared with our method KARLlinear [10].

0.15

Fig. 11: Query throughput with query type I-, varying the relative
error 

Throughput (Queries/sec)

6.3 Efficiency Evaluation for Different Query Types
with χ2 kernel

μ+σ μ+2σ μ+3σ

Threshold τ

Throughput (Queries/sec)

Sensitivity of dataset size. In the following experiment, we test
how the size of the dataset affects the evaluation performance of
different methods for both query types I- and I-τ . We choose the
largest dataset (susy) and vary the size via sampling. The trend in
Figure 12 meets our expectation; a smaller size implies a higher
throughput. Our KARL in general outperforms other methods by
one order of magnitude in a wide range of data sizes.

103

Throughput (Queries/sec)

Sensitivity of . In Scikit-learn library [40], we can select different
relative error  in the approximate KDE. To test the sensitivity, we
vary the relative error  for the two largest datasets (home and
susy) with query type I-. If the value of  is very small, the room
for the bound estimations is very limited so that neither KARL nor
SOTA perform well in very small  setting (e.g., 0.05). For other
general  settings, our method KARL consistently outperforms
other methods by a visible margin (cf. Figure 11).

KARL 4

SOTA 

SCAN
103

Throughput (Queries/sec)

2
σ to µ + 3σ , where σ =
q∈Q (FP (q) − µ) /|Q| is the
standard deviation. Figure 10 shows the results on the two largest
datasets (home and susy). Due to the superior performance of our
bound functions, KARL outperforms SOTA by nearly one order
of magnitude in most of the datasets regardless of the chosen
threshold.

0.1

0.15

ε

0.2

0.25

102

101

100
0.05

0.3

(a) wave

0.1

0.15

ε

0.2

0.25

0.3

(b) 3D-road
2

Fig. 13: Query throughput on χ kernel, varying the relative error

6.4 Accuracy Evaluation for Different Methods with χ2
kernel
As discussed in Section 2, there are many approximation methods
for supporting fast evaluation of kernel aggregation function using
additive kernels. However, all of these methods do not provide
theoretical guarantee between the returned result and the exact
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solution for both τ KAQ and KAQ. In this section, we compare
the accuracy of three state-of-the-art approximation methods in
both computer vision and machine learning communities, which
are NNmap [53], PPLmap [41] and VLFeatmap [49], and the exact
methods (e.g., SCAN, KARL, etc.) in the classification task (i.e.,
τ KAQ). Both NNmap , PPLmap and VLFeatmap create the highdimensional feature maps (or feature vectors), which can be
further trained/ predicted by the linear SVM [18] efficiently, to
approximate the additive kernel functions. However, these approximation methods normally sacrifice the accuracy performance,
compared with exact methods (e.g., KARL). Table 11 summarizes
the accuracy result for χ2 kernel function. The accuracy of both
VLFeatmap , PPLmap and NNmap are 8.6%-14.4%, 7.32%-8.53%
and 5.36%-17.1% lower than exact methods respectively.
TABLE 11: Accuracy result (in %) for different methods with χ2
kernel
DatasetsExact (e.g., KARL)VLFeatmap [49]PPLmap [41]NNmap [53]
skin
97.57
83.13
90.25
92.21
cod-rna
96.69
86.22
88.35
79.63
home
87.36
78.75
78.83
75.24
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A PPENDIX

Therefore, we have:

In this appendix, we provide the detailed proofs in Lemma 8 (with
different conditions of δ in Table 7) for other kernel functions,
including both Intersection, JS and Hellinger kernels.

(1)


 q +p 
wi 21 δ log2 ` q` i`
δ

 q +p  ≤ (min)
=P
i`
`
1
q`
pi` ∈P` wi 2 q` log2
q`
P

(1)

FP` (qb` ) − FP` (q` )

pi` ∈P`

(1)

FP` (q` )

(min)

8.1

Proof of Lemma 8 with Intersection kernel

Proof.

FP` (qb` )
X
X
=
wi min(qb` , pi` ) =
wi min(q` + δ, pi` )
pi` ∈P`

X

≤

pi` ∈P`

X

wi (min(q` , pi` ) + δ) = FP` (q` ) + δ

wi

pi` ∈P`

pi` ∈P`

Therefore, we have the relative error:

FP` (qb` ) − FP` (q` )
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δ
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pi` ∈P` wi min(q` , pi` )
δ
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(min)

min(q`

(min) (min)
set δ ≤ ε × min(q`
, p`
),
ε, i.e., FP` (qb` ) ≤ (1 + ε)FP` (q` ).
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(2)
FP` (q` )

=

P

≤
Once we
tolerance

Therefore, once we set δ ≤ ε × q`
, we can achieve the
(1)
(1)
tolerance ε for the first part, where FP` (qb` ) ≤ (1 + ε)FP` (q` ).
Claim (2):
 qb + p 
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`
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Therefore, we have:

)
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(2)
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δ
2

≤
P

pi` ∈P`
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8.2 Proof of Lemma 8 with JS kernel
Proof. To prove this lemma, we separate FP` (q` ) into two parts,
(1)
(2)
which are FP` (q` ) and FP` (q` ).
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As such, once we set δ ≤ ε × p`

log
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FP` (qb` ) can achieve the tolerance ε compared with FP` (q` ),
1
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`
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`
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(2)
(2)
wi q` log2
=
+ p` log2
i.e., FP` (qb` ) ≤ (1 + ε)FP` (q` ).
2
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2
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To fulfill both claims of (1) and (2), we select the smallest
δ,
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2
q`
2
pi`
p ∈P
p ∈P

X

i`

i`

`

(1)

`

(2)

= FP` (q` ) + FP` (q` )

8.3
(1)

(1)

Then, we claim that (1) FP` (qb` ) ≤ (1 + ε)FP` (q` ) and (2)
(2)
(2)
FP` (qb` ) ≤ (1 + ε)FP` (q` ), once δ fulfills the condition (cf.
Table 7). After we prove the above claims, we can conclude
FP` (qb` ) ≤ (1 + ε)FP` (q` ), since:

FP` (qb` ) − FP` (q` )
FP` (q` )
(1)

=

Proof of Lemma 8 with Hellinger kernel

Proof.

FP` (qb` )

X

=

wi

p

pi` ∈P`

X

≤

X

qb` pi` =

wi

q
(q` + δ)pi`

pi` ∈P`

p
√
wi ( q` pi` + δpi` )

pi` ∈P`

=

(2)

(1)

(1)

(2)

≤ε

Now, we prove the above claims.
Claim (1):
1
 qb + p 
X
`
i`
(1)
wi qb` log2
FP` (qb` ) =
b`
2
q
pi` ∈P`
1
 q` + δ + pi` 
X
=
wi (q` + δ) log2
2
q` + δ
pi` ∈P`


X
1
pi` 
≤
wi (q` + δ) log2 1 +
2
q`
pi` ∈P`
1
 q` + pi` 
X
(1)
= FP` (q` ) +
wi δ log2
2
q`
p ∈P
i`

`

X

wi

p
δpi`

pi` ∈P`

(2)

FP` (qb` ) + FP` (qb` ) − FP` (q` ) − FP` (q` )
FP` (q` ) + FP` (q` )

FP` (q` ) +

Therefore, we have the relative error:
s
√
P
FP` (qb` ) − FP` (q` )
δ
pi` ∈P` wi δpi`
≤P
=
√
(min)
FP` (q` )
w
q
p
i
`
i`
q`
pi` ∈P`
r
δ
Therefore, we can achieve the tolerance ε once we set
(min) ≤
q`

2

ε and thus, δ ≤ ε ×

(min)
q`
.

